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This nonfiction reader compares and contrasts two ferocious insects. Readers will learn about

each animal's anatomy, behavior, and more. Then compare and contrast the battling pair

before finally discovering the winner!This nonfiction series is full of facts, photos, and realistic

illustrations, and it includes a range of mammals, sea creatures, insects, and dinosaurs to

satisfy all kinds of animal fans.



Battle Royale (Who Would Win? Collection): Five Books in One, Falcon vs. Hawk (Who Would

Win? Book 23), Hornet vs. Wasp (Who Would Win? Book 10), Rattlesnake vs. Secretary Bird

(Who Would Win? Book 15), Ultimate Ocean Rumble (Who Would Win? Book 14), Green Ants

vs. Army Ants (Who Would Win? Book 21), Hyena vs. Honey Badger (Who Would Win? Book

20), Triceratops vs. Spinosaurus (Who Would Win? Book 16), Wolverine vs. Tasmanian Devil

(Who Would Win?), Jaguar Vs. Skunk (Who Would Win? Book 18)

Norman J Karp, “This series of books are great reading for most children.. I bought most of this

series for my grandson to complete his collection. I enjoyed them as much as he did. Very easy

to read and explained in detail so a child can visualize what they are reading about. Parents,

you may enjoy them , also.”

ROBIN Beard, “Great series. My 7 year old LOVES these books. He has the entire 'Who would

Win' collection. He wishes there were more because he can't get enough. These books have

actually motivated him to write and design his own 'Who Would Win' books!! He is obsessed!!”

SS, “Series is a family favorite. This series is a family favorite. A wonderfully thought out format

makes learning an adventure. My nephews just read this particular book in the car today and

we had a wonderful discussion about bees and fossils and, and, and. Great books to get your

kids reading and discussing. It's a game for us, we all say which animal we think will win and

why and THEN we read the book.  Lots of fun!”

Chris G, “Kids love these books!. My son and a child I tutor love these books! They are

interesting and have tons of facts- I will be getting more”

V. A. Sawyer, “It has a lot of fascinating info, not just about hornets and wasps.. My son loves

books about animals and nature, and he saw it in a scholastic catalog and wanted it.It has a lot

of fascinating info, not just about hornets and wasps.And there's some humor in the cartoons

that kids love.”

Annette Bancroft, “Five Stars. Excellent in animal description.  Very thoroughly detailed book!”

whoisthis, “Perfect for typical boys. My son is obsessed with this "gross" series. Perfect for

typical boys.”

Judy W Aswad, “Six year old Grandsons enjoyed these books!. Our grandsons really enjoyed

reading and learning about the strengths and weaknesses of the animal/ insects.”

The book by Jerry Pallotta has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 271 people have provided feedback.
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